TRANSLATING THE QUR'AN IN AN AGE OF NATIONALISM

Over the course of the past two centuries, the central text of Islam has undergone twin revolutions. Around the globe, Muslim communities have embraced the printing and translating of the Qur'an, transforming the scribal text into a modern book that can be read in virtually any language.

What began with the sparse and often contentious publication of vernacular commentaries and translations in the Ottoman Empire and South Asia evolved, by the late twentieth century, into widespread Qur'anic translation and publishing efforts in all quarters of the Muslim world, including Arabic-speaking countries such as Egypt and Saudi Arabia. This is remarkable given that at the dawn of the twentieth century many Muslims considered Qur'an translations to be impossible, impermissible and even impious. Nevertheless, printed and translated versions of the Qur'an have gained widespread acceptance by Muslim communities, and now play a central, and in some quarters, a leading role in how the Qur'an is read and understood in the modern world.

Focusing on the Ottoman Empire and Turkey, and following the debates to Russia, Egypt, Indonesia and India, this book addresses the question of how this revolution in Qur'anic book culture occurred, considering both intellectual history as well the processes by which the Qur'an became a modern book that could be mechanically reproduced and widely owned.
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The Institute of Ismaili Studies was established in 1977 with the objectives of promoting scholarship and learning on Islam, in historical as well as contemporary contexts, and fostering better understanding of Islam’s relationship with other societies and faiths.

The Institute’s programmes encourage a perspective which is not confined to the theological and religious heritage of Islam, but seeks to explore the relationship of religious ideas to broader dimensions of society and culture. The programmes thus encourage an interdisciplinary approach to Islamic history and thought. Particular attention is given to the issues of modernity that arise as Muslims seek to relate their heritage to the contemporary situation.

Within the Islamic tradition, the Institute promotes research on those areas which have, to date, received relatively little attention from scholars. These include the intellectual and literary expressions of Shi’ism in general and Ismailism in particular.

The Institute’s objectives are realised through concrete programmes and activities organised by various departments of the Institute, at times in collaboration with other institutions of learning. These programmes and activities are informed by the full range of cultures in which Islam is practised today. From the Middle East, South and Central Asia, and Africa to the industrialised societies in the West, they consider the variety of contexts which shape the ideals, beliefs and practices of the faith.

In facilitating the Qur’anic Studies Series and other publications, the Institute’s sole purpose is to encourage original research and analysis of relevant issues, which often leads to diverse views and interpretations. While every effort is made to ensure that the publications are of a high academic standard, the opinions expressed in these publications must be understood as belonging to their authors alone.
The Qur'an has been an inexhaustible source of intellectual and spiritual reflection in Islamic history, giving rise to ever-proliferating commentaries and interpretations. Many of these have remained a realm for specialists due to their scholarly demands. Others, more widely read, remain untranslated from the primary language of their composition. This series aims to make some of these materials from a broad chronological range – the formative centuries of Islam to the present day – available to a wider readership through translation and publication in English, accompanied where necessary by introductory or explanatory materials. The series will also include contextual-analytical and survey studies of these primary materials.

Throughout this series and others like it which may appear in the future, the aim is to allow the materials to speak for themselves. Not surprisingly, in the Muslim world where its scriptural sources continue to command passionate interest and commitment, the Qur'an has been subject to contending, often antithetical ideas and interpretations. The series takes no sides in these debates. The aim rather is to place on the record the rich diversity and plurality of approaches and opinions which have appealed to the Qur'an throughout history (and even more so today). The breadth of this range, however partisan or controversial individual presentations within it may be, is instructive in itself. While there is always room in such matters for personal preferences, commitment to particular traditions of belief, and scholarly evaluations, much is to be gained by a simple appreciation, not always evident today, of the enormous wealth of intellectual effort that has been devoted to the Qur'an from the earliest times. It is hoped that through this objective, this series will prove of use to scholars and students in Qur'anic Studies as well as other allied and relevant fields.
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Figure 1. Two men reciting the Qur'an by the tombs of sultans Mahmud II and Abdülaziz (late nineteenth century). Courtesy of the Library of Congress.

Figure 2. Namık Kemal (1840–88), journalist, poet and playwright. Courtesy of the University of Texas Libraries, University of Texas at Austin.

Figure 3. Lithographic stone for printing the Qur'an, stored at the Meşihat Archive, Istanbul. Photo by author.

Figure 4. A metal relief printing block for producing small editions of the Qur'an, stored at the Meşihat Archive, Istanbul. Photo by author.

Figure 5. Two students holding copies of the Qur'an in the Eyüp district of Istanbul (between 1880 and 1893). Courtesy of the Library of Congress, Abdul Hamid II Collection.

Figure 6. The final page and colophon of a lithographically printed Qur'an (Matbaa-i Osmaniye, Istanbul, 1301/1884). Calligrapher: Hasan Riza. Photo by author.

Figure 7. Interior page of a printed Qur'an with illuminations added (Matbaa-i Osmaniye, Istanbul, 1305/1887–8). Calligrapher: Mustafa Nazif. Photo by author.

Figure 8. The Ottoman governor, Ali Ekrem Bey, giving out printed copies of the Qur'an and robes at a ceremony in Beersheba. The banner above reads, Padişahım çok yaşa (‘Long live the Sultan’) (circa 1907). Courtesy of the Library of Congress, John D. Whiting Collection.

Figure 9. Musa Carullah Bigiyev (1875–1949), circa 1910, translator of the Qur'an into Turkish. Courtesy of ~az19, Creative Commons Share Alike 3.0.
Figure 10. Pages from a revised version of Süleyman Tevfik’s *Türkçeli Kur'an-ı Kerim* (1927), presenting the Arabic original (inside box) and Turkish translation in parallel columns. Photo by author.

Figure 11. First page of the Egyptian edition of the Qur’an (1924), the most widely used version of modern times. Photo by author.

Figure 12. A translation of the Qur’an resting on the pulpit of Yıldız Hamidiye Mosque, Istanbul (2013). Photo by author.
For my parents,
Elizabeth S. and Michael W. Wilson
ARABIC TRANSLITERATIONS follow a modified system based on the standard of the International Journal of Middle East Studies. Names, terms and toponyms from non-Latin alphabets are transliterated unless common to English. The genealogical sequence Muḥammad ibn Qāsim, etc., is abbreviated with ‘b.’ for ibn (son) and ‘bt.’ for bint (daughter); the definite article on the nisba and the laqab is generally dropped after its first appearance, that is, from ‘al-Khargūši’ to ‘Khargūši’ or ‘al-Ḫāḥīz’ to ‘Ḫāḥīz’, and so forth. Definite articles, however, are by and large maintained for formal titles, that is, al-Ḫākim. For Ottoman Turkish-language texts and names, the spelling conventions of modern Turkish have been used, but this is not a settled matter given that rapid changes in the Turkish language over the course of the twentieth century and the reintroduction of many Arabic and Persian terms have resulted in diverse methods of spelling. They have been transliterated here in a way that reflects widespread contemporary usage and there is minimal use of diacritical markings (e.g. à, ï), since their use varies widely and also makes the text ungainly. Turkish-language works with Arabic titles are translated according to Turkish conventions. In regard to names, square brackets are used for two purposes. There were no surnames in Turkey until 1934, so when brackets are applied to a surname only, they indicate that the surname was not on pre-1934 publications, e.g. Eşref Edip [Fergan]. When square brackets are put around an entire name, they indicate that the article or book was published anonymously but that the name of the author became clear later, e.g. [Mehmet Akif].

Dates

Three different dating systems were in use during the late Ottoman period and the early Turkish Republican period: the Islamic lunar calendar (hijri), the Ottoman Fiscal calendar (Rumi) and the
Note on Transliteration, Conventions and Abbreviations

Gregorian calendar. For materials with hijri or Rumi dates, the hijri or Rumi dates are listed first, followed by the Gregorian year, e.g. 1301/1884. In cases where the Gregorian year is unclear due to the lack of a precise hijri or Rumi date, both possible years are provided, e.g. 1302/1884–5. Archival documents with full dates are given in a day–month–year format, with the hijri or Rumi date first, followed by the Gregorian date, e.g. 28 Şubat 1313/12 March 1898. The format of the dating of archival material follows that found in the Ottoman Archives, so that only the initial or, alternatively, the final letter of the name of the month is provided, and this date is separated from the Gregorian date by a dash instead of a forward slash, e.g. 5 C 1323—7 August 1905. In some cases, documents or books have only the Gregorian date; if not noted otherwise, the dates in the text are Gregorian.

Translations of the Qur’an have been taken from Arthur J. Arberry The Koran Interpreted (1955), unless otherwise noted.

Abbreviations

BOA Ottoman Archives of the Prime Ministry


EI THREE Encyclopaedia of Islam, ed., Kate Fleet et al., 3rd edition. Leiden, Brill, 2007–

TDVİA Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslâm Ansiklopedisi (Türk Diyanet Vakfı).
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